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Abstract 
 

The observations by Fermi and Swift detected intense polar jets for the very 

massive objects from AGNs to GRBs irrespective of their natures. The jets 

contain enough Poynting energy as radiation with 90% or above gamma 

efficiency challenging the Fire ball and Synchrotron self Compton mechanism.  

Having the successful application of gravity induced electromagnetic radiation 

for the enigmatic isotropic energy flow ~10�����	
� from GRBs, the questions 

regarding origin of jets are described precisely in terms of dynamical parameters 

for rotating objects using non homologous collapse model. Over theoretical 

consideration it is also shown neither deceleration at the collapse nor the rotation 

itself can produce jets.  
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1. Introduction 

 

The observations by Fermi and Swift detected powerful jets are produced in very 

massive objects like stealer gamma ray bursts (GRBs) , active black holes and 

active galactic nucleus[10].The jets contains highly relativistic particles with 

speed 99.9%[10,7] of light velocity and the rest as in gamma energy  with 

efficiency as high as 90% or more cannot be explained over standard fire ball 

model based on internal shock[4,9] also the synchrotron self Compton 

emission[13] is inconsistent with observations for GRB06107[11].Thus  
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numerous observations and theoretical search quarries regarding jets (a) the 

triggering mechanism, (b)the nature of high energy emission, (c)the large group 

of different massive objects from stealer to active galactic nucleus [10] and (d)the 

highly collimated  beaming at the two opposite poles of rotational 

axis[12,11]have not any clear understanding. The recent success of gravity 

induced electromagnetic radiation [12, 11] describing the isotropic enigmatic 

flow of energy [5, 6, 11] from the GRBs can be used to probe the creation of 

polar jets to resolve the quarries. 

 

2. The gravity induced radiation theory as the probe to explain 

jets  

The enigmatic isotropic flow of energy~10�����	
� has been solved for the 

GRBs with the non rotating homologous collapse model [3] of star core after the 

supernova using the gravity induced electromagnetic radiation [2]. But most 

bursts are followed by anisotropic radiations [12] having oppositely directed 

more intense focused radiations at the stars poles called polar jets. Is there 

anything hidden process which plying for this peculiarity except gravity induced 

radiations and why it is not permanent just coming out as flash with isotropic 

GRBs? This feature regarding polar jets can be achieved implying the rotational 

model where the angular momentum of the collapsing star core contributes 

further deceleration which ultimately makes the collapse non homologous. 

  

3. Radiation from collapsing star core with rotation 

The GRBs are the result of natural bremsstrahlung produced for the mass of the 

star core at the bounce after supernova [2]. Now considering the collapsing star 

core into two hemispherical lobes as the Fig-1., the resultant velocity (�) of 

center of mass (CM) at any instant consist of inward collapse velocity (�� and 

rotational velocity���� . 

                             � � � � ��                                   (1) 

And also the resultant deceleration (-���   is enhanced by deceleration����� � for 

rotational motion���� 

                              -�� � ���� � ��� �                              (2) 
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             Now        		��� � ��
���∆���                                       (3) 

Here �		is the angular momentum and � is the mass of the collapsing star. If ‘L’ 

and ‘M’ both are remain conserved during the collapse then CMs can easily 

achieved very high induced deceleration���� � comparable to deceleration at 

homologous collapse��� � squeezing ∆  within a matter of seconds. 

The gravity induced electric and magnetic fields are for an accelerated mass ![9] 

"#$% � &'(�		
)� *+.�# - .� / �� / �� � � 01�� � 	+2��. �� �03                (4) 

                          4+56 �	+2 / "+56
                                 (5) 

For non relativistic consideration u≪ 0 and using the conditions as the Fig-1., at 

the pole (P) the induced radiative electric field for the CM  

                            "#$% � � &�		
1# �+2. ��8��� � ��� �9                              (6) 
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Fig.-1 

The gravity induced electric fields for a CM of collapsing star with rotation   

The Poynting vector for radiated energy flux	B � " / C where,C � :;014, 
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:° � 8.856 / 10HI1F/m and using equations (4) and (5) 

                                  B � :;08+2<#$%1 � "#$%�+2. "#$%�9                                    (7) 

The Poynting vector S in equation (7) describes the radiated normal flow of 

energy flux at the pole�P� . Using equation (7) the normal rate of flow of 

electromagnetic radiation energy 

                                 SK � :;08+2<#$%1 � "#$%�+2. "#$%�9. =2                               (8) 

                    SK � :;0<#$%1sinθ                                              (9) 

Considering both the CMs of the lobes and using equation (6) 

   PK � QR&�
1#��

1�10��1?�ST?8�� 1 � ���� 1 � 2�� . ��� �9                 (10) 

The radiation energy contribution for deceleration of masses at the bounce during 

the homologous collapse for non rotating��� � � 0� star core after supernova 

using equation (10) 

� %V
%W � SKX ∮d[ � 1\QR&�

 �1�1�� 10��1?�ST]?                           (11) 

Where,	SKX � QR&�
1#��

1�1�� 10��1?�ST?	and ∮d[ � 4`a1�ST1? 

Equation (11) gives the isotropic flow of radiation which for typical values [3, 6] 

for the parameters estimates 10�bc��	
�/�
0 [3, 5, 6]. 

But due to the term ��� 1 � 2�� . ���  in the parenthesis in equation(10) the 

collapsing star core at the two opposite poles creates anisotropic energy flow	Sef 

over the isotropic flow for the rotational motion(��� g 0�  

SKf � QR&�
1#��

1�1���� 1 � 2�� . ��� �0��1?�ST?                            (12) 

Now from equation (12) it is not impossible condition following equation (3) 

when	��� h ��  for which the more intense beams of radiation directed oppositely 

at the two poles of the rotational axis (=) over the isotropic GRBs as in equation 

(11). Now in terms of spin angular momentum ‘L’ (12) reduces to  

SKf � QR&���
1#��∆��� . �

1 i ��
���∆��� � 2�� j 0��1?�ST?                        (13) 
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4. Conclusions 

In the sec-3 equations (7) and (12) explain the required mechanism and nature for 

triggering polar jets with high gamma efficiency due to strong beaming with very 

high Poynting flux. It is not impossible as in equation (13) the presence of large 

group of massive cosmological objects to create polar jets as they have sufficient 

angular momentum. This equation(13) also restrict that only a rotating�� g 0� 
star can produce jets at the core collapse and for a frozen core�� � 0�  or stable 

stealer objects jets will not be found even they have enough rotational velocity. 

Thus flashing of jets just disappears within few seconds till the collapsing 

decelerated star core seized its motion to form neutron star of high magnetic field 

for rotational motion as prescribed in TDGEM [1].The remote presence of 

relativistic particles like electron positron pairs in the jets is possible in a 

collimated beam of energetic gamma rays by regional magnetic field [8].the low 

order angular momentum for the GRBs from the merger of stealer objects 

couldn’t have produced jets.  
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